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At high recording density, the readback signal of two-dimensional magnetic recording is

inevitably corrupted by the two-dimensional (2D) interference consisting of inter-symbol

interference and inter-track interference (ITI), which can significantly degrade the overall system

performance. This paper proposes an iterative ITI mitigation method using three modified 2D

soft-output Viterbi algorithm (2D-SOVA) detectors in conjunction with an iterative processing

technique to combat the 2D interference. The codeword of the outer code is divided and then

written on three separate tracks. For every iteration, all 2D-SOVA detectors exchange the soft

information to improve the reliability of the a priori information and use it in the branch metric

calculation, before feeding the refined soft information to the outer decoder. Simulation results

show that the proposed method outperforms the conventional receiver and the existing partial ITI

mitigation method. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4866849]

I. INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional magnetic recording (TDMR) by shin-

gled magnetic recording1 is a promising technology for realiz-

ing an areal density (AD) toward 10 Tb/in2, which attempts to

store one channel bit in few grains of a magnetic medium so

as to reach about 1/2 data bits per grain.1 When reproducing a

shingle-recorded data sequence by a wide reader, the readback

signal is severely corrupted by the two-dimensional (2D) in-

terference, consisting of inter-symbol interference and

inter-track interference (ITI), which can deteriorate the system

performance considerably. Generally, there are two techni-

ques proposed to mitigate the 2D interference, namely, an ITI

cancellation method2,3 and a multi-track detection method.4,5

For example, a partial ITI mitigation method (PIMM)2 used

the bit estimates from the low-density parity-check (LDPC)6

decoder as partial ITI estimates for the branch metric calcula-

tion in the modified soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA)7

detector. In addition, the multi-track detection4 was intro-

duced to recover only the user data on the center track, but

did not mention how to recovery the user data from adjacent

tracks in a multi-track recording system. This paper proposes

an iterative ITI mitigation method to alleviate the severe 2D

interference in a coded TDMR channel.

II. CHANNEL MODEL

Fig. 1 illustrates the TDMR system based on a discrete

Voronoi-grain model.8 An input data sequence xk � {0,1}

with bit period Tx is encoded by an LDPC encoder and is

mapped to a coded sequence ak � {61}, which will then be

split into three adjacent tracks {ak,l�1, ak,l, ak,lþ1} with track

pitch Tz for recording onto a magnetic medium. In this paper,

we consider the medium, approximately with the grain size of

4.6 nm diameter and the non-magnetic boundary of 0.9 nm.8

Also, we employ the method (with same parameters) pro-

posed by Yamashita et al.8 to generate the TDMR readback

signal, which is obtained by convolving the magnetization

pattern of discrete Voronoi grains, M(m, n), with the

read-head sensitivity function, w(m, n), where m and n are the

time indices of the bit period in the along- and across-track

directions, and then add a small amount of additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) for the electronics noise.5,8

Then, the readback sequence, rk,l, is equalized by a 2D

equalizer9 so as to shape the overall channel response to the

2D target.9,10 Specifically, the kth equalizer output on the lth
track can be expressed as

yk;l ¼
X

n

X
m

hm;nak�m;l�n

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
sk;l

þwk;l; (1)

where ak,l’s are the recorded bits, hm,n’s are the 2D target

coefficients, sk,l’s are the noiseless target outputs, and wk,l is

the filtered noise.

FIG. 1. A TDMR channel model with the proposed method.

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

piya@npru.ac.th
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Next, each of the equalizer outputs {yk,l�1, yk,l, yk,lþ1} is

processed by a separate 2D-SOVA11 detector to produce the

soft outputs {~kk;l�1; ~kk;l; ~kk;lþ1}. The 2D-SOVA detectors

exchange this soft information for NSOVA times, before com-

bining and sending the refined soft information to the LDPC

decoder to produce the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of bit ak,

kk. Thus, this LLR sequence will be split into three sequen-

ces {kk,l�1, kk,l, kk,lþ1} before feeding them back to each cor-

responding 2D-SOVA detector for the next global iteration.

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

To handle the 2D interference, we propose to exchange

the soft information among all 2D-SOVA detectors as shown

in Fig. 2, where the conventional 2D-SOVA detector is

employed in the 1st SOVA iteration (i.e., NSOVA¼ 1).

However, the proposed method begins at the 2nd and higher

SOVA iteration, where the lth detector exploits the sidetrack

information from the (l� 1)th and (lþ 1)th detectors, and

the (l� 1)th and (lþ 1)th detectors employ the sidetrack

information only from the lth detector. Specifically, this side-

track information is used to enhance the reliability of the a
priori information before evaluating the branch metric in the

2D-SOVA detector for the next SOVA iteration.

To perform maximum-likelihood equalization via

2D-SOVA, we apply a technique introduced in the bidirec-

tional SOVA12 to compute the extrinsic information of the bit

ak, ~kk, for the LDPC decoder. Define (u, q) as the transition

from stage u to stage q in the trellis diagram.7 In practice, the

conventional SOVA detector computes the kth branch metric

on the lth track associated with (u, q) according to7,12

ck;lðu; qÞ � �
1

2r2
jyk;l � sk;lðu; qÞj2 þ lnðpk;lðqjuÞÞ; (2)

where r2 is the noise variance seen at the input of the SOVA

detector, sk,l(u, q) is the kth target output on the lth track

from Eq. (1) associated with (u, q), and pk;lðqjuÞ is the kth a
priori probability on the lth track. Generally, the quality of

the extrinsic information ~kk depends on how good the branch

metric ck,l(u, q) is, which in turn helps reduce the ITI effect.

In this paper, all 2D-SOVA detectors iteratively exchange

the soft information so that a better ck,l(u, q) can be obtained.

To achieve this, we need to modify the branch metric calcu-

lation in Eq. (2) such that an improved pk;lðqjuÞ is included.

Consider the 3-by-3 asymmetric target,10 whose trellis

diagram has 64 states with 8 outgoing branches connected to

8 different states. Because each branch corresponds to the

input data [ak,l�1, ak,l, ak,lþ1], the a priori probability in

Eq. (2) can then be calculated from

pk;lðqjuÞ ¼ pðak;l�1Þ pðak;lÞ pðak;lþ1Þ; (3)

where pðak;l ¼ þ1Þ ¼ ekk;l=ð1þ ekk;lÞ and pðak;l ¼ �1Þ ¼ 1

�pðak;l ¼ þ1Þ. Note that when the sidetrack information is

used to compute pk;lðqjuÞ, the kk,l will be replaced by the

2D-SOVA output, ~kk;l.

To reduce the complexity, we employ the 3-by-3 sym-

metric 2D target10 in this paper, whose trellis diagram has 36

states with 6 outgoing branches connected to 6 different

states because the upper and the lower target coefficients are

the same. In this case, it can be shown that the pk;lðqjuÞ in

Eq. (3) can be computed as pk;lðqjuÞ ¼ pðak;lÞpðbk;lÞ, where

bk;l ¼ ak;l�1 þ ak;lþ1, and

pðbk;lÞ ¼

pðak;l�1 ¼ �1Þ pðak;lþ1 ¼ �1Þ; bk;l ¼ �2

pðak;l�1 ¼ þ1Þ pðak;lþ1 ¼ þ1Þ; bk;l ¼ þ2

pðak;l�1 ¼ �1Þ pðak;lþ1 ¼ þ1Þ
þ pðak;l�1 ¼ þ1Þ pðak;lþ1 ¼ �1Þ

; bk;l ¼ 0:

8>>>><
>>>>:

(4)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Consider a rate-8/9 coded system in which each block of

3640 message bits is encoded by a regular (3, 27) LDPC

encoder, resulting in a 4095-bit block sector. The parity-check

matrix has 3 ones on each column and 27 ones on each row.

This paper defines the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as

20 log10ðA=rSÞ, where A assumed to be 1 is the saturation level

of an isolated waveform calculated by using the ideal granular

medium8 and rS is the standard deviation of AWGN. The 2D

3-by-3 symmetric target and its corresponding 2D 3-by-7

equalizer are designed based on a minimum mean-squared

error approach.9,10 In simulation, NSOVA¼ 3 and r¼rS are

used, and the LDPC decoder is implemented based on the mes-

sage passing algorithm6 with NLDPC¼ 10 internal iterations.

We make a comparison among (1) the conventional

receiver denoted as “Conv” and three conventional 2D-SOVA

detectors (i.e., NSOVA¼ 1) are used, (2) the PIMM,2 and (3)

the proposed scheme, where all schemes have random data on

the (l� 2)th and (lþ 2)th tracks. Fig. 3(a) shows the BER

FIG. 2. The soft information exchange process at the modified 2D-SOVA

detectors for NSOVA¼ 3.

FIG. 3. Performance comparison (a) with different ADs and (b) as a function

of NGlobal’s at 4.21 Tb/in2 and SNR¼ 13.5 dB.
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performance of different schemes at the AD of 2.37 Tb/in2

(Tx¼Tz¼ 16.5 nm) and 4.21 Tb/in2 (Tx¼ Tz¼ 12.375 nm).

Notice that the number inside the parenthesis in Fig. 3(a) indi-

cates the total number of global iterations, NGlobal, used to

generate each curve. Apparently, the proposed scheme per-

forms better than the others, especially when AD is increased.

For example, at 4.21 Tb/in2, the proposed scheme is far supe-

rior to the conventional receiver and is better than the PIMM

by about 1.5 dB at BER¼ 10�6. Fig. 3(b) also shows the BER

performance as a function of NGlobal’s at AD of 4.21 Tb/in2

and SNR¼ 13.5 dB. It is clear that the proposed scheme

performs the best and no performance gain is obtained for all

schemes after NGlobal¼ 6.

Additionally, we also compare the performance of all

schemes when they have same complexity. To do so, we

define the complexity as the total number of multiplications

(per bit), including the LDPC decoder. Note that only multi-

plication is considered because it has much more complexity

than addition in terms of circuit implementation. With care-

fully counting the number of operations, it can be shown that

the conventional receiver, the PIMM, and the proposed

scheme have 1081 NGlobal, 44 NGlobal, and 3274 NGlobal mul-

tiplications, respectively. Here, we assume that current tech-

nology can support the total number of multiplications equal

to 3 iterations of the proposed scheme, which is approxi-

mately equal to 9 and 223 iterations of the conventional

receiver and the PIMM, respectively. Fig. 4 compares the

performance of different schemes when they have same

complexity. It is evident that the proposed scheme still per-

forms better than other schemes, especially at high AD. This

might be because the proposed scheme can combat the

severe ITI as opposed to the other schemes.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an iterative ITI mitigating method

to combat the severe 2D interference in TDMR systems,

which employs three modified 2D-SOVA detectors in con-

junction with an iterative processing technique. Specifically,

the three modified 2D-SOVA detectors exchange soft infor-

mation to improve the reliability of the a priori information

and use it in the branch metric calculation, before passing the

refined soft information to the LDPC decoder. Simulation

results indicate that the proposed scheme performs better

than both the conventional receiver and the PIMM, especially

when AD is high. Therefore, the proposed scheme is worth

employing in the system that experiences the severe 2D inter-

ference (e.g., TDMR and bit-patterned media recording).
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